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Giants/Quotes, Questions and Comments 

MY Journey… through a weird book again   … … 

Frankly speaking I do not like to read books. And every time I read one, it’s only because 

this is necessary - Necessity is the mother of invention {so I started reading …thinking that I might 

end up inventing something}  

At the same time on the serious note I feel a bit guilty for my nature as I do not like to read. 

And then I push myself every time with a FAITH that this might be the last one.   

With a thought in my mind that faith can move mountains…. This is just one more book. 

To start off with a positive attitude every time I  try reading a book and try to add at least 

one thought each time to my brain which will help me look upon myself.  

I liked the way Gladwell compares GIANTS. I liked the way he uses science to explain how 

David uses his skills and Goliath is assumed to be an ACROMEGALIC. That is a good one. I 

also liked the examples he had mentioned in his books as successful dyslexics. I am sure 

there are many more books talking about children with dyslexia and ADD but this one talks 

more about having Faith, Courage and Determinations as keys to battle the GIANTS 

My Reflections 

I had first learnt about dyslexia when I joined SNK and had done a work shop on what I 

should do with children suffering from dyslexia, dysgraphia and ADD. I felt very bad in my 

heart for them and at the same time felt lucky that I am not one of them. 

I and other teachers in my team had an opportunity teaching to SPECIAL NEED students in 

my second year 2008 – 2009 teaching in TGES. A small group of learners who were mostly 

slow learners with a couple of students having ADD, ADHD and dyslexia. It was really a 

testing time for us as everyone had a different learning pattern and grasping power. I 

remember teaching biology to them on the board with no idea on whether they really 
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understood the concepts. I really thought and questioned myself almost every day as I 

taught the whole class with the same lecture or presentation method. As if one size fits all. 

The quote I liked was … … The idea of desirable difficulty suggests that not all 

difficulties are negative. (Pg.92) 

My question:  

 Do all dyslexics really possess some quality that will always make them David 

Boies 

 Do obstacles always help you recover? Or they are more of demotivating 

unless you possess a quality to overcome one. 

 Is it really a desirable trait? 

 Does harder lives always help students excel? I doubt 

 To what extent do we go and help the differently disabled children? 

 How much do we invest? How much time do we devote? 

 Will the strategies we use will always work? My question is are we really 

concerned for their learning?  

I have come across people in my life with a special quality – a God gift, though they 

have some difficulty learning, reading, writing, recalling and analyzing. But I doubt 

whether these qualities will be utilized or they really will be a boon for them or they 

simply remain unearthed and lie as hidden potentials which never will be beneficial 

for an individual for his or her well being. 

When I started reflecting on my practices I analyzed various methods of teaching 

and every time I adopt a strategy, it seems to give me an idea one strategy works 

for a group does not work for the other. Same is with the children with dyslexia.  
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This book has surely given me a deeper insight and knowledge about children with 

dyslexia. 

In My/Our life 

We have come across many example of people with learning disability and often are 

tempted to help them by trying and understanding their mode of learning and ways to help 

them. But the fact is also that we have a lot of limitations in dealing with these type of 

children in terms of policies, institutional format, deadlines and many more. Only a whole 

hearted approach and not just initiated halfhearted push will work if we want them to 

succeed in their life.  

I wish the better is to Help them with what they are and get the best out of them. 

Though other examples, data and analysis are real (I hope) and looks promising the quote 

I liked the most was from the story David and Goliath.  

“My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.”  

And this one, “Am I a dog that you should come to me with sticks?” and specially the 

scientific analysis of David and Goliath as a skilled shepherd and Goliath an acromegalic 

Giant. 


